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The Indiana State Trappers Association (ISTA) is a 501 (c) 3 Not-for-Profit organization
(pending), registered in Indiana (EIN: 27-0894484), that is dedicated to:
- Conserving Indiana fur resources
- Preserving trappers' rights, history, and heritage for everyone
- Educating the future trappers of the State of Indiana in the approved methods, ethics, and
issues associated with safely trapping animals while avoiding unwanted catches
- Increasing public awareness of trapping issues and benefits
- Maintaining and developing trapping seasons and rules
- Connecting trappers with people who need animal damage control or help with animal
related issues

The ISTA is the place to connect with other trappers, find trapping related events and activities,
as well as trapping education classes. We offer education programs, materials, and aids to
those just learning the art of trapping as well as to those who have enjoyed trapping for a long
time. Scholarships are issued yearly to students attending advanced education that is related to
trapping and the great out of doors. There is a yearly Convention and Rendezvous, in
September, where business is transacted and vendors come to sell their wares. A tailgating
section is always a popular place where used equipment can be bought, sold, or traded for.
Within the pages of the website, you will be able to meet the officers who currently keep the
ISTA going. There are links, emails, and phone numbers to contact them. We maintain a
Calendar that lists coming events, their location, and contacts for further information. Photo
Albums are constantly be updated. There is a link for Indiana's currently registered Fur Buyers
and a page of web links to other trapping related businesses and organizations. Be sure to let
them know where you found them. We hope you enjoy visiting our website. Some parts of it
are still under construction, so if you encounter difficulties, please don't be discouraged. You
may report them to Fred Philips, DVM at fpp@juno.com or leave him a message at
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765.938.1806. Thank you for visiting.

Watch your top knot. Keep your eyes along the skyline.

PS: To join us: please contact Bill Lewis at 7453 N. SR 39, Lizton, IN 46149. We will have a
new subsciption link active soon.
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